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Abstract
We propose in this paper the description of a new dataset aiming at implementing EEG experiments on sentence processing. The
resource contains a set of idiomatic sentences together with the corresponding non-idiomatic control sentences. Moreover, in order
to study different ERP effects for idiom processing, we also introduce in this original material controlled syntactic violations. As an
application, we briefly present an EEG experiment and its results.
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1. Introduction
Studying neural correlates of sentence processing is a dif-
ficult task and requires the elaboration of specific material,
in which different types of information are controlled (fre-
quency, predictability, syntactic complexity, etc.). Many
works focus on phenomena precisely associated with a po-
sition or a word, such as the analysis of semantic or syn-
tactic violations introduced by a specific word (Kutas and
Federmeier, 2011; Pulvermuller et al., 2008). It is however
more complex to study larger phenomena, involving entire
constructions (Fillmore, 1988; Goldberg, 2003), with ef-
fects at different positions in the sentence. This is still a
scientific and methodological lock, and we need to imagine
linguistic contexts in which it becomes possible to predict
effects at the syntactic level instead of the lexical one. Id-
iomatic constructions offer such a frame: they can be iden-
tified on a word-by-word basis, but are known to be pro-
cessed globally (Molinaro and Carreiras, 2010; Rommers et
al., 2013; Vespignani et al., 2010; Boulenger et al., 2012).
Idioms constitute a prototypical construction (Sag et al.,
2002): when recognized, the complete construction (in-
cluding the meaning as well as possible restrictions on the
morphology and the syntax) becomes available. In our
work, we intend to analyze brain activity in response to
a syntactic violation introduced into an idiom. We com-
pare event-related potentials (ERP) in different conditions:
idioms vs. control sentences, with or without a syntactic
violation. Our goal is to test the hypothesis stipulating that
the difficulty of processing the violation is compensated by
the activation of the idiom.
This experiment relies on a controlled dataset, made of
French sentences in which all information required for im-
plementing such work has been controlled. This constitutes
a new resource of 240 sentences, half of them containing
idiomatic constructions, the other being corresponding con-
trol sentences. Different types of specific information have
been encoded such as the familiarity of the idiom, its recog-
nition point as well as information on the type of violation
used for this specific study.

2. Linguistic data
A first list of 1,220 French idiomatic expressions have been
created from different existing lists available on the web.
From this set, a sublist of 170 idioms fulfilling different cri-
teria (familiarity, positions of the constraints violation and

Idiom: coûter les yeux de la tête
Word-by-word: to cost an arm and a leg
Meaning: to be very expensive
English equivalent: to cost the eyes in one’s head

Figure 1: Example

its detection) have been extracted by 4 experts. For each id-
iom, the recognition point RP (the word starting from where
the idiom is completely recognized) is located. Idioms with
“late” RP, located at the end of construction, are eliminated,
no place being left for introducing violation.
In a second stage, this list has been presented to 40 naive
participants. Their task was to read the beginning of each
idiom (from the first word to the recognition point) and
complete them. For each idiom (I), a support sentence (SS)
has been built. In order to encapsulate the idiom and to
avoid specific effects at the beginning and the end of the
sentence, all SS start with a proper noun in a subject posi-
tion and last with a sentence complement, added after the
idiom, in order to let time enough for the EEG signal we
want to observe to be realized. The following example il-
lustrates such an idiomatic construction. Starting from the
idiom:

(I) avoir une idée derrière la tête

(to have something in mind)
with recognizing point:
(RP) derrière

we build the sentence :
(SS) Paul a une idée derrière la tête

depuis ce matin.

(Paul has something in mind since this morning.)

Idiom selection: From the support sentence (SS), we cre-
ated the priming stimulus which span from the beginning of
sentence to the recognizing point (that is included), as illus-
trated in the example:
(PSS) Paul a une idée derrière ...

The list of the 170 priming stimulus was proposed to a co-
hort of students (36 for the first 120 items, 25 for the re-
maining 50 items). It was asked to complete the sentence
(without any help). The completion results were analyzed
making it possible to calculate a “familiarity” measure for
each idiom, spanning from 0 (no students can complete cor-
rectly the priming stimulus) to 1 (the entire cohort was suc-
cessful in completing the priming stimulus). The familiar-
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Figure 2: Measure of familiarity

Figure 3: Familiarity of the first 120 idioms

ity measure is illustrated figure 2, the idioms being ranked
by decreasing order.
In our list, 44 idioms have been successfully completed by
all the participants, the first 100 idioms have a familiarity
measure greater than 86% (with means familiarity of 0.96),
and the first 120 idioms a familiarity greater than 75% (with
a mean familiarity of 0.934) as shown figure 3.
Other idioms receive a lower measure of familiarity for dif-
ferent reasons. One is that the completion of the priming
stimulus is ambiguous, as in the following example (which
obtains a score of 0.5):
avoir un verre dans le nez

(to be drunk)
versus the non-idiomatic (but frequent) sentence:
avoir un verre dans la main

(to have a glass in the hand)
Another reason is that the idiom can be obsolete for the
cohort. For example, a measure of familiarity of 0.21 is
observed for the idiom:
boire le calice jusqu’à la lie

(To drink from the bitter cup)
The final list of selected idioms contains the best 120
ranked familiar idioms (with a mean familiarity measure
of 0.934).

Control sentences: For each idiomatic support sentence,
we created an associated control sentence (CS) with the
same syntactic structure, the same number of words and
as far possible the same lexical material. For example, to
the idiomatic support sentence:

(SS) Paul prend son courage à deux mains

pour le faire

(Paul takes courage to do it.)
is associated to the non idiomatic control sentence:

SS Paul trouve que ça lui coûte les yeux de
la tête maintenant

SS violation Paul trouve que ça lui coûte les yeux
sur la tête maintenant

RP yeux
CS Paul trouve que ça lui rappelle les

plats de la cantine évidemment
CS violation Paul trouve que ça lui rappelle les

plats sur la cantine évidemment

Figure 4: Idiom, recognition point, control sentence

(CS) Paul prend son paquet à deux bras

pour le porter

(Paul takes his bundle with two arms to carry it)
The table 4 recaps the complete set of data built from one
idiom, the corresponding control sentence and the viola-
tions.

Violations: The violations are introduced either right af-
ter the recognizing point (RP+1) or two words after (RP+2).
We introduced two types of violation. The first is a gender
and/or number violation agreement between the determiner
and the noun in the noun phrase or prepositional phrase fol-
lowing the recognizing point. For example, the support sen-
tence:

(SS) Paul a un cheveu sur la langue depuis

toujours

(Paul has a lisp since forever)
is associated the violated support sentence (VSS), in which
the agreement between the determiner and the noun is vio-
lated:

(VSS) Paul a un cheveu sur le langue depuis

toujours
Among the 120 items, there is 47 violations of this kind.
The second type of violation introduced is the substitution
of the preposition following the recognizing point by an-
other one not allowed in practice, as for example:

(SS) Paul range au fur et à mesure ses

affaires

(Paul arranges his stuff as and when)
(VSS) Paul range au fur et en mesure ses

affaires
The list contains 64 items with such violation. The remain-
ing 9 items have slightly different violation rules due to
their specific syntactic structure, such as:

(SS) Paul dit à qui veut l’entendre que

c’est vrai

Paul says to whoever wants to hear it it is true.
(VSS) Paul dit à qui veut s’entendre que

c’est vrai
In this case, the violation concerns the accusative pronoun
which was substituted by a pronominal pronoun. The same
types of violation are also introduced in the control sen-
tences.

3. EEG data
As explained above, an idiom is recognized at the recogni-
tion point that occurs usually 2 or 3 words after the begin-
ning of the idiom. For example, the recognition point for
the idiom “to put all eggs in one basket” is the noun “eggs”.
At RP, the entire construction is activated, making avail-
able predictions about the rest of the input. As illustrated
in figure 5, scanning a new word of the input is a simple
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Figure 5: Processing the idiom

mechanism, matching the scanned form with the predicted
one. This process remains very shallow, with no precise
and in-depth unification mechanism, these words after RP
being highly predicted.
One first question to be investigated is to examine whether
idiomatic constructions elicit specific brain activities, and
more precisely what happens before and after the RP.
Moreover, in the violation condition, our hypothesis is that
there exist compensating effects due to the construction: it
is expected that the error in the idiom is identified, but not
repaired.
We carried out an electrophysiological (EEG) experiment
in which participants were presented with 120 French
idioms (ID), 60 with violations (IDV) and 60 without
(IDNV), and 120 control sentences (CTR), 60 with viola-
tions (CTRV) and 60 without (CTRNV). The stimuli were
presented, word-by-word, on-screen during EEG record-
ing. The distribution of idiom familiarity and violation type
was controlled. As it is classically the case in EEG, the
experiment consists in finding in the data specific electric
potentials that can be associated to some stimuli. Several
such potentials (called event related potentials) are known
to be associated with language processing. For example,
semantic violations are associated with a negative potential
occurring 400ms after the stimulus (called N400), predic-
tion comes with a positive potential 300ms after the stimu-
lus (P300), etc.

RP MM MD1
IDNV Paul fait la pluie et le beau temps ...
IDV Paul fait la pluie et la beau temps ...
CRTNV Paul fait la peinture et le gros travail ...
CRTV Paul fait la peinture et la gros travail ...

Table 1: The 4 sentences generated for the idiom “faire la
pluie et le beau temps” (“to call the shots”) and the studied
positions: the recognition point (RP), the modified word
(MM) where the violation is introduced and the detection
word (MD1) where the violation is detected for the CRTV
condition (here, a gender agreement violation between the
determiner and the adjective).

From the 120 sentences in their 4 conditions (idiom, idiom
violated, control, control violated), we built two comple-
mentary lists of 240 items. Each list contains the whole set
of 120 idioms (60 violated and 60 non-violated) and their
associated 120 control sentences (60 violated and 60 non-
violated). If the couple (violated idiom/non-violated con-
trol) belongs to the first list, its corresponding couple (non-
violated idiom/violated control) belongs to the second list.

Figure 6: Repartition violation type / familiarity

The two lists have the same distribution of violation (6 dif-
ferent types) for each four conditions (idiom non-violated
IDNV, idiom violated IDV, control non-violated CTRNV
and control violated CTRV). The two lists have also the
same distribution of idiom familiarity (see figure 6).
Figure 1: the distribution of the violation type (left) and of
idiom familiarity (right) for the 60 non-violated idioms of
the two lists. The mean familiarity is respectively of 0.9345
and 0.9338 for list 1 and list 2.

Subject material input file: The participants were split
into two equal subsets, to whom one of the lists 1 or 2 is
presented. One single participant can be exposed either to
the non-violated idiomatic sentence and its corresponding
violated control sentence or to the violated idiom and the
non-violated control condition. It never happens that the
same participant is asked to read the violated non-violated
idiom nor violated and non-violated control sentence. For
each participant, the 240 items of the list are randomized
and split into six runs of 40 items. For each run, the at-
tention of the participant is checked by inserting 4 sentence
questions appealing a yes/no answer to an image presenta-
tion. The instruction is to answer yes if the sentence has
been presented during the last run and no otherwise. The
answers are balanced in such a way that a given subject has
12 positive and 12 negative answers to give over the exper-
iment.

4. An EEG/ERP study on syntactic
violations in idiom comprehension

Subject-level, trial-averaged EEG data was extracted for the
three word positions: the Recognition Point (RP), the Mod-
ified Word (MM) where the violation is introduced and the
Detection Word (MD1) where the violation is detected (for
the CRTV condition). A two-tailed cluster-based permuta-
tion was carried out on the data for both CTRLs and IDs
to compare non-violation conditions (CTRNV and IDNV)
and violation conditions (CTRV and IDV).

Recognition Point (RP): As no effect of violation was
expected, the violation conditions were collapsed for both
CTRL and ID ((CTRNV+CTRV) vs. (IDNV+IDV)).
Statistical analyses revealed a significant (p≤0.025, two-
tailed) N400 difference over centro-parietal electrodes from
∼390 to 550ms; CTRL presented a higher N400 ampli-
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tude than ID (figure 1). N400 amplitude is generally
thought to increase as a function of the difficulty of word
retrieval and integration (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011).

Figure 7: RP Position

This observation is
in line with previ-
ous findings of a
reduced N400 in the
context of idioms
compared to literal
sentences (Rommers
et al., 2013) and is
indicative of higher
word-predictability
at the RP for idioms
compared to controls.
A greater P300 effect,
posited as an index of
prediction processes in idioms (Molinaro and Carreiras,
2010), was observed for ID compared to CTRL. However,
this did not reach statistical significance according to the
cluster-based permutation test (figure 7).

Modified Word (MM): Violation effect in CTRL and
ID were analyzed separately. As expected, no significant
difference was revealed for CTRLs. However, for ID,
IDV presented a significantly higher (p≤0.025) N400 than
IDNV (figure 8).

Figure 8: Position MM

This N400 effect indexes the violation of the prediction
made at the RP and, so far as it indicates that the violation
has already been processed, this effect also implies that, for
ID, the reader is already predicting the error that will occur
at MD1.

A significant difference (p≤0.025) between IDV and IDNV
in the 550 to 700ms time window over left frontal elec-
trodes (figure 2) was also revealed; IDV presented more
positive-going activity compared to IDNV. This observa-
tion could be interpreted in light of (Hagoort et al., 1999)
suggestion that more frontally distributed P600-like effects
may reflect the over-writing of an “active structural repre-
sentation”.

Detection Word (MD1): At this position the reader de-
tects the violation introduced at position MM for CTRL. A
CTRV vs. CTRNV comparison revealed a significant N400
effect (p≤0.05) (figure 3, left); this reflects the processing
of the control violation.

Fig.
3: MD1 position

The N400 effect is followed by increased positive-going ac-
tivity for CTRV from around 600ms; this P600 effect indi-
cates the processing of the syntactic violation. The ID con-
dition presents a different pattern of results. The N400 was
very much reduced for both IDNV and IDV and no signifi-
cant N400 difference was observed as a function of the vi-
olation. However, an IDNV vs. IDV comparison revealed a
significant (p≤0.025) difference over left frontal electrodes
from around 200ms to 400ms, (figure 3, right) with IDV
presenting more negative-going activity than IDNV. The
temporal and spatial focus of this effect suggests a LAN
(Left Anterior Negativity) which has been posited as re-
flecting syntactic processing (Friederici et al., 1996; Klu-
ender and Kutas, 1993) rather than semantic integration.
These results validate the different hypothesis mentionned
above. By showing a higher positivity (reduced N400,
higher P300) starting from the recognition point (RP), the
ERPs validate the facilitator effect after RP due to the pre-
diction of the entire construction. At the modified word po-
sition (MM), as predicted by the model, the violation in the
idiomatic construction is detected (small N400). Moreover,
the unexpected element is recovered (P600), corresponding
to our constraint relaxation hypothesis. The analysis of the
detection word position (MD1) reveals clearly a specificity
of violation in idiomatic constructions. In the IDV con-
dition, the violation is already predicted starting from the
modified word (MM). This explains the fact that no N400
occurs at this point in IDV. In the control condition, the vi-
olation is only detected at this point, which explains a high
N400, followed by a repair. Finally, as predicted by the
model, the violation is not repaired in IDV: the LAN at this
position reveals an automatic detection of the violation, but
is not followed by a repair that should have generated a
P600.

5. Conclusion
The dataset presented in this paper constitutes a complete
resource for the study of idiom processing. The EEG ex-
periment done with this resource shows the compensation
effect played by the idiomatic construction when faced with
a syntactic violation. Such dataset opens new experimental
possibilities. On top of providing a controlled material for
testing hypothesis on idiom processing, it also opens direc-
tions towards new experiments in neurolinguistics for the
analysis of syntactic phenomena at the sentence level. In
particular, the fact that entire constructions such as idiom
can be manipulated makes it possible to implement dif-
ferent experiments involving larger contexts than isolated
words or adjacent chunks. The EEG experiment we pre-
sented is an illustration of such type of works.
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